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**Topic:** Mexican-American Identity

- This website talks about the identity and defines who you are as a Mexican-American person. “Cultural Identity is a matter of “becoming as well as of being.” It belongs to the future as much as to the past. It is not something which already exists, transcending place, time, history and culture. Culture identities come from somewhere. This source talks about facts on Mexican-American population and how they have different stories on how they find their truly identity as Mexican-American and how they differ from just a Hispanic or Latino population.

- Mexican-American culture is defined by many factors that come from generation to generation, your parents, your heritage everything has something to define who you are as a person and help you to truly identify your identity.

**Assessment:** Mexican-American Identity

Being Mexican-American is what you feel you belong to. Being considered Mexican-American means that you can love both nationalities as much feeling that you belong to both. To help you identify who you are you need to be proud and aware of
where you come from and what your generations are from. What is important about these sources is that both some now connect since in my narrative a seek a better education being considered an immigrant and after a while adapting to the new place considering myself Mexican-American